The photon fluence non-uniformity correction for air kerma near Cs-137 brachytherapy sources.
The use of brachytherapy sources in radiation oncology requires their proper calibration to guarantee the correctness of the dose delivered to the treatment volume of a patient. One of the elements to take into account in the dose calculation formalism is the non-uniformity of the photon fluence due to the beam divergence that causes a steep dose gradient near the source. The correction factors for this phenomenon have been usually evaluated by the two theories available, both of which were conceived only for point sources. This work presents the Monte Carlo assessment of the non-uniformity correction factors for a Cs-137 linear source and a Farmer-type ionization chamber. The results have clearly demonstrated that for linear sources there are some important differences among the values obtained from different calculation models, especially at short distances from the source. The use of experimental values for each specific source geometry is recommended in order to assess the non-uniformity factors for linear sources in clinical situations that require special dose calculations or when the correctness of treatment planning software is verified during the acceptance tests.